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The standard functionals used in DFT model the correlations between electrons
within a separation of the order of 1 angstrom and ignore those beyond it. The ignored
nonlocal correlation effects are the source of dispersion interactions and form a large part
of interaction energy for many technologically and biologi- cally important materials.
The so-called nonlocal correlation functionals are constructed to compliment the DFT
energy by adding a correction resulting from long-range correlation effects in a seamless
fashion. An example of such an approach are the Van der Waals density functionals
(vdW-DF’s) proposed by Langreth, Lundqvist and collaborators [1, 2] which are based on
the adiabatic-connection-fluctuation dissipation theo- rem [3]. The performance of
various nonlocal functionals will be discussed relative to the dispersion energy from
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Also, a new functional
resulting from a simplification of the vdW-DF model will be presented. This new
functional gives very accurate dispersion energies compared to other methods with low
computational costs.
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